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in this book, brooks presents his system for identifying price action trends on the one-hour chart. he
shows how to identify entries, exit points, and continuation or reversal patterns. he then shows

readers how to trade them successfully, taking advantage of the clear patterns that are consistent
regardless of market direction or economic conditions. he provides readers with a step-by-step

method for trading price action successfully. in the second book, price action trends 2, brooks takes
readers step-by-step through the entire process of setting up entries on the one-hour chart and
placing tight stops, which is the heart of his system. he shows readers how to consistently profit

using price action. he shows how to trade price action patterns, no matter whether they are
advancing, declining, or sideways. he explains how the patterns stay the same regardless of market
direction and economic conditions. the third book, price action trends 3, examines price action and
the market from a more global perspective. brooks explains how to interpret price action from the
vantage point of a long-term trader. he covers charting techniques that will help readers identify

the most profitable trading opportunities. this book is designed to help you understand the basics of
price action and interpret price charts. it is written for traders who are new to price action trading,
or who want to try their hand at trading on the long-term time frame. in price action trends pivot
points, brooks digs deeper into the chart by providing a clear view of the trading range and the

pivot points contained within it. this book shows how to correctly identify the high, low, open and
close of the range and then chart them with a simple technique that can be applied to any chart.
this is the book to use when your strategy is to be in the trading range when the pivot points are

trading.
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this book is the first of
three in the series, and is

designed to teach you
how to make money
trading, and how to

become a master at it.
we'll start off by covering
the basics, giving you a

real understanding of the
price action trading
approach and the

framework behind it.
we'll then move on to a
series of step-by-step
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examples. brooks
explains that he has

studied all the different
systems and methods in

trading, including the
well-known fibonacci,
elliott wave, and price
pattern charts. he has

also studied many other
systems and methods of
trading, but he has found
that trading price action

is the most profitable
method for him. he has
found that his system
consistently produces

positive results and that
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he can trade anywhere in
the market. this book will

not teach you how to
trade. it is meant to

teach you how brooks
trades. this book will

teach you to think like a
professional trader.

brooks says that many
traders learn price action

trading and try it for a
while, but they usually
end up quitting trading.
this book will teach you

to use price action
trading to make

consistent profits in the
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market. brooks says that
he has learned from

many different traders
and has tried many

different strategies. he
says that over the years,
he has come to believe
that trading price action
is the most efficient way

to trade. and he says
that when you use this

method, you will find that
your profits are

consistent and that you
can trade anywhere in

the market. brooks
explains that when you
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are new to trading, you
need to find a system
that works for you. he

says that you can learn
to read price charts and
follow trends, but you
need to know how to

interpret that
information. this book

will teach you how to use
price action to trade the
market. it will teach you
how to use the five basic
price action trends as a
guide to trading. he will
also show you how to

read charts to determine
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if the trend will continue,
how to predict the

trend's direction, and
when to exit. by using
the trend method, you
will consistently make

consistent profits in the
market. 5ec8ef588b
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